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Authors response to Editor Comments:

Comment 1: Please insert the heading 'Declarations' for the Declarations section, above the 'Abbreviations' section of your manuscript.

Response 1: Done!

Comment 2: Please include the full name of the ethics committee (and the institute to which it belongs to) that approved the study and the committee’s reference number if appropriate.

Response 2: The full name of the ethics committee and the institute to which it belongs to is already including along with the committee’s reference number, please see under “Ethics approval and consent to participate” (Declarations section, line 7-9, page 15).

Comment 3: Please rename Conflict of interest to 'Competing Interests'.
Response 3: Done!

Comment 4: In the section 'Funding', please also describe the role of the funding body/bodies in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.

Response 4: We have added “We confirm that the funder had no role in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.” (Declarations section, line 16-19, page 15).

Comment 5: We notice that authors Elisabeth Boulton and Jorunn L. Helbostad are missing from the authors' contributions section. The individual contributions of all authors to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section. Guidance and criteria for authorship can be found here:

http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship

Response 5: We have added all authors in the contribution section (Declarations section, Line 20-21, page 15)

Comment 6: Thank you for providing a response to the reviewers. As this document is no longer required at this stage of the publication process, please remove it from your submission’s supplementary files.

Response 6: Done!

Comment 7: At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

Response 7: Done!